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Letter From The Executive Board
Dear Delegates,

Welcome to KIITMUN 2022!
We are pleased to welcome you as this year’s delegates of the Kalinga Institute of Industrial
Technology Model United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). While
detailed knowledge of the committee is provided in the study guide, to give you a brief introduction,
we feel the need to set this committee up because there is a need for understanding how our climate
has been changing, how we can better the living situations under it and what we can do to better
sustain what we call the planet "Earth". Throughout the committee, the board would be helping you to
understand the traits of diplomacy, logical analysis and argumentative debating. This guide, although
very comprehensive and factual, provides only a basic idea of the agenda. The delegates under no
circumstances should limit their research to this guide.

We expect from members of this committee that you respect everyone's logical analysis, maintain
general decorum and most importantly, understand the gravity of these issues and discuss practical
strategies to mitigate the problem at hand. Besides, the Executive Board is free to accommodate
unconventional ways beyond ROPs to provide a unique experience. In case of any queries or
clarifications, feel free to contact the Executive Board via mail. We look forward to seeing you!

Best Wishes,
The Executive Board,
IPCC, KIITMUN 2022
Rohan Rao, Chairperson (rao.rohan16@gmail.com)
Shouvonik Bose, Vice-Chairperson (yoshouvonikbose@gmail.com)
Kunal

Shaw,

Director

(kunalshaw2000@gmail.com)

Introduction to the Committee: Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change
The UN body responsible for evaluating the scientific evidence surrounding climate change is the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). It creates thorough Assessment Reports on the
current state of knowledge regarding climate change, including its effects, potential risks in the future,
and strategies for slowing its progression.
In addition, the IPCC produces Special Reports on topics agreed upon by its member governments. It
also offers Methodology Reports and guidelines for developing greenhouse gas inventories.
To approve, adopt, and accept reports, the IPCC meets with its government representatives in plenary
sessions of the Panel or IPCC Working Groups. The IPCC Bureau meets regularly to advise the Panel
on scientific and technical issues. The IPCC is divided into three sections known as "Working
Groups."
Working Group I (WGI) is the body responsible for investigating the physical science underlying
past, present, and future climate change. Greenhouse gases and aerosols in the atmosphere;
temperature changes in the air, land, and ocean; the hydrological cycle and changing precipitation
(rain and snow) patterns; extreme weather; glaciers and ice sheets; oceans and sea level;
biogeochemistry and the carbon cycle; and climate sensitivity are among their areas of expertise.
Working Group II (WGII) is the body in charge of assessing climate change's effects, adaptation, and
vulnerabilities. Their expertise is in ecosystems and biodiversity from a regional perspective, as well
as humans and their various societies, cultures, and settlements. It considers the vulnerabilities,
capacities, and limits of these natural and human systems in adapting to climate change and thus
reducing climate-related risks, as well as options for creating a sustainable future for all by taking an
equitable and integrated approach to mitigation and adaptation efforts at all scales. keep in mind that
we anticipate a solution-oriented approach because the end goal of this committee is the same: to
provide a better future for future generations. mitigation option. WGIII addresses all aspects of
mitigation including technical feasibility, cost and the enabling environments that would allow
measures to be taken up.

Introduction to the Agenda: Assessing Projected Risk Areas In
Assessment Report 6 (AR6) with Special Emphasis on Mitigation and
Adaptation
We must comprehend how mitigation and adaptation work together to fully explore the
issue at hand. The goal of mitigation is to reduce the effects of climate change. The
adaptation strategies that go into combating climate change include things like relying on
renewable energy sources and reducing carbon footprint.

The sixth cycle of reports on scientific research, statistics, and technological and
socioeconomic data related to climate change is known as Assessment Report 6
(AR6). The projected risk areas that are highlighted in AR6 have been discussed in
more detail in the study guide's later sections, but in general, it illustrates how and
where the world is most vulnerable to various geopolitical scenarios. While the carbon
footprint is a significant factor in the segment, there are other elements of the same,
such as natural disaster adaptations and the growing likelihood of them. This brings us
full circle to the Sendai Framework, which establishes the fundamental principles for
preventing, reducing, and adapting to climate disasters. The Paris Conference of COP
21 in 2015 is the benchmark for AR6, but it is neither sufficient nor justifiable to
continue using the same benchmarks seven years from now.
The AR6 is essential in assessing the harm that has already been done and the actions
that member nations must take to undo or lessen it to achieve the 2030 Sustainable
Development Goals. The timetable mostly explains itself. It is up to the IPCC to
discuss and create a potential analysis based on the extrapolated data to combat
climate change through long-term sustainable adaptation plans now that a report has
identified potential danger regions.

4. AR6 Part 1: "Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis"
4.1 The Current State of the Climate
1. There is no doubt that human activity has caused the atmosphere, ocean, and land to warm.
The atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and biosphere have all undergone widespread and quick
changes.
2. Over many hundreds to many thousands of years, the scope of recent changes across the whole
climate system and the current state of many components of the climate system are
unprecedented.
3. In every part of the world, human-induced climate change is already having an impact on
numerous weather and climate extremes. Since AR5, there is more proof that observed changes in
severe events, including heatwaves, heavy precipitation, droughts, and tropical cyclones, are due
to human activity.
4. With a narrower range than AR5, the best estimate of equilibrium climate sensitivity is 3°C
thanks to advances in paleoclimate research, climate process understanding, and the
understanding of how the climate system responds to increased radiative forcing.
Regional fact sheet – Africa
In comparison to 1850–1900, mean temperatures and hot extremes have increased across all of
Africa's

land

regions

(high

confidence).

Human-induced climate change has been the primary factor driving the pace of surface
temperature increase in Africa, which has generally increased more quickly than the global
average

(high

confidence).

With continued global warming, it is expected that observed increases in hot extremes (including
heatwaves) and decreases in cold extremes (including cold waves) will last into the 21st century
(high confidence). Since the 20th century, marine heatwaves have increased in frequency, and
they

are

expected

to

get

worse

near

Africa

(high

confidence).

Over the past three decades, the relative sea level around Africa has risen faster than the global
mean sea level.

Around Africa, relative sea level rise is almost anticipated to continue, which will increase the
frequency and severity of coastal flooding in low-lying areas and contribute to coastal erosion
along

most

sandy

coasts

(high

confidence).

With further global warming, heavy precipitation events are expected to occur more frequently
and more intensely practically everywhere in Africa (high confidence).
Regional fact sheet – Asia
When compared to 1850-1900, the observed mean surface temperature increase has broken out of
the range of internal variability. In recent decades, there has been an increase in heat extremes
while

a

decrease

Marine

heatwaves

will

in

cold
keep

getting

extremes
worse

(high
(high

confidence).
confidence).

Fire weather seasons may lengthen and intensify, especially in parts of North Asia (medium
confidence).
Over much of Asia, average and heavy precipitation will increase (high to medium confidence).
In central and northern Asia, mean surface wind speeds have reduced (high confidence) and will
continue to do so (medium confidence).
Permafrost is thawing and glaciers are melting. By the middle of the 21st century, seasonal snow
duration, glacial mass, and permafrost area will all have decreased much further (high
confidence).
Up until the middle of the twenty-first century, there will be a rise in glacial runoff in the Asian
high mountains (medium confidence), after which flow may decline as glacier storage is lost.
With the loss of coastal areas and shoreline retreat, the relative sea level surrounding Asia has
risen faster than the global average. The regional-mean sea level will keep increasing (high
confidence).

Regional fact sheet - Australia
Between 1910 and 2020, Australia's land areas warmed by roughly 1.4°C and New Zealand's by
roughly 1.1°C (extremely high confidence), and yearly temperature fluctuations in all land
regions

have

risen

above

natural

variability

(high

confidence).

Extremes of heat have grown, whereas extremes of cold have reduced. These trends are expected
to

continue

(high

confidence).

Sandy shorelines have retreated in many places due to relative sea level rise, which has been
rising at a faster rate than the global average in recent decades. This relative sea level rise is
expected to continue into the 21st century and beyond, which will cause more coastal flooding
and shoreline retreat along sandy coasts throughout Australasia (high confidence).
Snow depth and coverage have reduced and are expected to do so more (high confidence).
Since 1950, the number of days with extreme fire weather has increased and the length of the fire
season has increased in many places (medium confidence). In Australia and New Zealand, it is
expected that fire weather events would become more intense, frequent, and prolonged (medium
confidence).
It is anticipated that more rivers will flood and there will be heavy rainfall (medium confidence).
An increase in ocean acidity and marine heatwaves is seen and anticipated (high confidence).
It is expected that the East Australian Current region of the Tasman Sea would experience
increased

heat

(very

high

confidence).

It is predicted that sand and dust storms will become more frequent in Australia (medium
confidence).
At 2°C global warming compared to 1.5°C global warmings, changes in several climatic impact
drivers (such as heatwaves, droughts, and floods; see Introduction fact sheet) would be more
widespread and/or pronounced.

Regional fact sheet – Central and South America
All sub-regional mean temperatures have likely climbed and will continue to rise faster than the
world

average

(high

confidence).

North-West South America (NWS) and South-East South America (SES) are expected to have
increases in mean precipitation, while North-East South America (NES) and South-West South
America (SWS) are expected to experience decreases (medium confidence). This is consistent
with model predictions for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios by the middle and end of the
twenty-first

century.

Over the past three decades, the relative sea level has risen faster in the South Atlantic and the
subtropical North Atlantic than the global mean level, while rising slower in the East Pacific.
In the waters around Central and South America, relative sea level rise is very likely to continue,
contributing to increasing coastal flooding in low-lying areas and shoreline erosion along most
sandy coasts (high confidence) (high confidence).
Additionally, the 21st century is expected to see an increase in marine heatwaves in the area
(high confidence).
Regional fact sheet – North and Central America
Climate change is expected to affect all regions of North and Central America (including the
Caribbean), with some changes being common and others exhibiting particular regional patterns
that create specific problems for risk management and adaptation. These changes in the climate of
North and Central America become increasingly pronounced with rising greenhouse gas
emissions

and

degrees

of

global

warming.

The majority of locations have observed greater than average temperature changes (both mean
and extremes), which is ascribed to human involvement. Temperatures and extremely high
temperatures are anticipated to rise in all future scenarios and levels of global warming, with
northern subregions seeing the most warming.

Most coasts are expected to see an increase in relative sea level rise (high confidence), which is
linked to more severe coastal flooding and erosion (also in observations). Regions with significant
coastal land uplift, such as those around Hudson Bay and Alaska's south coast, are exceptions.
Ocean acidification near coasts and marine heatwaves (intensity and duration) are predicted to
worsen

(virtually

certain

and

high

confidence,

respectively).

Strong losses in glaciers, permafrost, and snow cover have been observed and are projected to
continue in a warmer world, except for snow in the northern Arctic (see overleaf).
The Caribbean, US Gulf Coast, East Coast, and Northern and Southern Central America are
predicted to have more extreme tropical cyclones (with more precipitation), severe storms, and
dust storms (medium confidence).
Regional fact sheet - Europe
No matter how much global warming there will be in the future, all of Europe will experience
temperature increases that are faster than changes in the global mean temperature, in line with
previous

data

(high

confidence).

Regardless of the scenario for greenhouse gas emissions, the frequency and severity of hot
extremes, particularly marine heatwaves, have risen in recent years and are expected to continue
rising. For global warming of 2°C and above, critical thresholds crucial for ecosystems and
humans

are

anticipated

to

be

exceeded

(high

confidence).

Under all of the greenhouse gas emission scenarios in this report and for all time horizons, the
frequency of cold spells and frost days will decline, in line with previous data. (Extremely
confident).
Despite significant internal variability, it is impossible to explain known trends in European mean
and extreme temperatures without considering anthropogenic influences. Before the 1980s,
anthropogenic aerosol emissions somewhat offset the warming caused by greenhouse gases. A
discernible upward trend in shortwave radiation has been observed in recent decades as a result of
the

reduced

aerosol

effect.

(Extremely

confident)

Observations show a seasonal and regional pattern that is in line with the predicted increase in
precipitation in Northern Europe throughout the winter. In the Mediterranean and areas to the
north, a drop in precipitation is anticipated during the summer. In all places outside of the
Mediterranean, extreme precipitation and pluvial flooding are expected to worsen at global
warming levels surpassing 1.5°C. (Extremely confident)
In all of Europe, excluding the Baltic Sea, relative sea level will rise at a rate that is comparable to
or greater than the global mean sea level regardless of the degree of global warming. Beyond
2100, changes are anticipated to continue. Coastal flooding will increase when extreme sea level
occurrences increase in frequency and intensity. In the 21st century, shorelines along sandy shores
will

recede

(high

confidence).

In a warming world, there have been and will continue to be significant losses in glaciers,
permafrost, snow cover extent, and snow season duration at high latitudes and altitudes (high
confidence).
Over the past few decades, several climate impact drivers have already changed concurrently.
With increased global warming, more climate impact-driver changes are anticipated (high
confidence).

4.2 Global climate change and its drivers Global climate change
The Earth’s Temperature Has Varied Before. How Is the Current Warming Any Different?
The temperature on Earth has always varied naturally, but the recent global warming is exceptional in
both its scope and pace. Research shows that the current global surface temperature is greater than it
has been in millennia, reversing a steady, long-term cooling trend. While numerous factors can be
used to describe climate, the temperature is a major indicator of the overall health of the climate.
Global surface temperature is also essential to understanding global climate change and the energy
balance of the planet. The history of Earth's climate has been revealed by a wealth of geological
evidence. There have been periods in the past when the earth was cooler and periods in which it was
warmer, according to a range of natural archives from all over the world, including tree rings, glacier
ice, and sediments from lakes and oceans. Even though the further back we look, the less confident
we become in identifying large-scale temperature changes, there are still at least four significant
distinctions between the current warming and previous warmings.

Nearly everything is warming. In the past two thousand years, some places have warmed more than
the world as a whole, while other parts have cooled. For instance, the North Atlantic region warmed
up more than many other places between the 10th and 13th centuries. In contrast, compared to prior
decadal to centennial climate changes throughout at least the last two millennia, the pattern of current
surface warming is more consistent globally. It is warming up quickly. Earth's climate has changed
during the past 2 million years, varying between comparatively mild interglacial times and cooler
glacial periods, during which ice sheets expanded across sizable portions of the northern continents.
Interglacial periods, like the current Holocene Epoch, which started around 12,000 years ago, were
heralded by periods of fast warming that also corresponded with the collapse of significant ice sheets.
The overall temperature increase during the transition from the previous glacial epoch to the current
interglacial was around 5°C. Although the transition was not smooth, it took roughly 5000 years and
had a maximum warming rate of about 1.5°C every thousand years. In contrast, from 1850 to 1900,
the surface of the Earth warmed by about 1.1°C. For direct comparison with a time frame as brief as
the previous 150 years, even the finest reconstruction of the global surface temperature during the last
deglacial period is too coarsely defined. The rate of global warming during the previous 50 years has
surpassed the rate of any prior 50-year period, according to higher resolution statistics for the past
2000 years. A long-lasting global cooling trend was reversed by recent warming. The last major
glacial episode caused the earth's surface temperature to peak roughly 6500 years ago, then gradually
decline.
Warmer centuries and decades interrupted the long-term cooling trend. These variations paled in
comparison to the enduring and noticeable warming that started in the middle of the 19th century after
the millennial-scale cooling trend was reversed.
It hasn't been this warm in a very long time. Surface temperatures for the previous ten years have
likely been warmer than they were when the protracted cooling trend started, some 6500 years ago. If
true, then the earliest evidence for multi-centennial global surface temperatures that were warmer than
what we currently experience must be found at least 125,000 years ago during the preceding
interglacial period.

Large-scale natural processes were responsible for previous temperature swings, whereas human
activities are mostly to blame for the current warming. To comprehend the current warming and
how natural and human factors will interact to affect what happens in the future, it is essential to
understand how and why temperatures have changed in the past.
The effects of recent warming are different from those of earlier climate changes, according to
research on past climax.
What Is the Evidence for Climate Change?
There are other indicators of climate change besides just rising surface temperatures. Numerous
pieces of evidence taken as a whole point to the unavoidable conclusion that many facets of our
global climate are changing quickly. The atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and biosphere are all
changing. Our understanding of science paints a convincing image of a warming world. We have
long noticed how our climate is changing.We have witnessed a transformation in our abilities to
observe and diagnose our changing climate from the first scientists to take meteorological
measurements in the 16th and 17th centuries to the present. Using a variety of ground-based
observing technologies, devices that can measure to large depths in the ocean, aeroplanes,
weather balloons, and spacecraft, we are now able to observe various components of our climate
system.
Key indicators have changed, and this suggests that land regions are warming. Since the late 19th
century, the average global surface temperature over land has increased, and there have been
changes in several temperature extremes that are significant to society.
The troposphere, or the lowest few kilometres of the atmosphere, has warmed since the middle of
the 1950s, and precipitation over land has grown. Since at least the 1970s, near-surface-specific
humidity (i.e., water vapour) over land has risen. Since the middle of the 20th century, various
aspects of atmospheric circulation have changed, notably a poleward shift of mid-latitude storm
tracks. Global ocean changes also indicate warming. Since the late 19th century, the average sea
surface temperature has grown globally. More than 90% of the extra energy accumulated in the
climate system is stored in the ocean, which has a higher heat content than it had in the 19th
century.

The expansion of ocean waters brought on by this ocean warming has aided in the century-long
rise in the sea level. Because of the intake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, the relative
acidity of the ocean has also increased since the early 20th century, and oxygen depletion is
noticeable in the upper ocean since the 1970s. Over the cryosphere, the area of the Earth where
water is perpetually or seasonally frozen as snow or ice, notable changes are also visible.
Since the middle of the 1970s, there have been changes in the extent of the Antarctic sea ice and
decreases in the area and thickness of the Arctic sea ice. Since the late 1970s, the Northern
Hemisphere's spring snow cover has reduced. Permafrost has also been seen to warm and thaw
(perennially frozen ground). The great majority of glaciers on the planet are melting, including
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, which significantly contribute to the observed sea level
increase. The biosphere is also changing in many ways. Long-term ecological investigations over
the past century have revealed that many land species have generally migrated poleward and
upward.
Since the early 1980s, there have been increases in green leaf area and/or mass (i.e., global
greenness), and over a large portion of the extratropical Northern Hemisphere, the length of the
growing season has grown since at least the mid-20th century. Strong evidence supports the idea
that many marine species' phenological measures during the past 50 years—such as the time of
fish migrations—have shifted. The climate system's numerous components are all showing signs
of change. It has been studied independently by different groups all around the world and
observed using a very wide variety of methodologies. Since the industrial revolution, the climate
system has rapidly warmed, according to the changes that have been observed.
Drivers
Climatic impact drivers (CIDs) are aspects of the physical climate system that have an impact on
society or ecosystems (e.g., means, events, extremes). CIDs and their modifications can affect
interacting system elements and areas negatively, favourably, neutrally, or a combination of the
three

depending

on

the

system

tolerance.

It is anticipated that all regions will see continued rises in hot climatic impact drivers (CIDs) and
declines in cold CIDs. Permafrost, snow, glaciers, and ice sheets, as well as lake and Arctic sea
ice, are all expected to continue to diminish.

At global warming of 2°C or higher, these impacts would be more pronounced than at 1.5°C. For
instance, it is anticipated that with higher levels of global warming, extreme heat thresholds that
are important to agriculture and human health will be more frequently exceeded.
In the majority of regions in Africa and Asia, North America and Europe, severe precipitation
and related flooding are expected to intensify and become more frequent at 1.5°C global
warmings. On all inhabited continents except Asia, more severe and/or frequent agricultural and
ecological droughts are predicted in a few locations.
Compared to those at 1.5°C, there is a greater degree of certainty about and severity of the shift in
droughts, heavy precipitation, and mean precipitation at 2°C global warmings and higher. In the
Pacific Islands and across many regions of North America and Europe, heavy precipitation and
related flooding events are predicted to increase in intensity and frequency. Some areas of
Australasia, Central America, and South America are also seeing these changes. With medium to
high confidence, it is predicted that there will be an increase in the frequency and/or severity of
agricultural and ecological droughts in several regions of Africa, South America, and
Europe.With medium confidence, it is also predicted that increases will occur in Australasia,
Central and North America, and the Caribbean. It is also anticipated that some areas in Africa,
Australasia, Europe, and North America would have a rise in hydrological droughts and that some
areas will experience an increase or decrease in meteorological droughts, with more areas
showing an increase. In all polar, northern European, and northern North American regions, most
Asian regions, and two sections of South America, mean precipitation is expected to increase.
In comparison to global warmings of 1.5°C, more CIDs throughout more regions are anticipated
to alter at 2°C and higher. The intensification of tropical cyclones and/or extratropical storms, an
increase in river flooding, a decrease in mean precipitation, an increase in aridity, and an increase
in fire weather are all examples of regional changes. The likelihood of future changes in other
CIDs, such as hail, ice storms, severe storms, dust storms, heavy snowfall, and landslides, is
minimal in the majority of regions.

4.3 Climate system response and mitigation methods
1. The near-linear relationship between total CO2 emissions and the maximum rise in global
surface temperature brought on by CO2 suggests that for the global temperature to be stabilised
at any level due to human activity, net anthropogenic CO2 emissions must zero out. This nearly
linear relationship further suggests that the amount of mitigation needed to keep warming to
predetermined levels can be calculated in terms of a carbon budget. Since AR5, methodological
updates have been made to the remaining carbon budget calculations, leading to greater
estimates that are consistent with SR1.5. The precise value of carbon budgets is influenced by
several variables, such as projections of non-CO2 warming, future emissions from thawing
permafrost, estimates of past warming, and the change in global surface temperature following
a stop of CO2 emissions. Anthropogenic operations that purposefully remove CO2 from the
atmosphere and permanently store it in geological, terrestrial, or ocean reservoirs, or in
products, are referred to as carbon dioxide removal (CDR). Enhancing biological or
geochemical carbon sinks or directly capturing CO2 from the environment are two ways to
remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. A mix of CDR strategies and GHG emission
reductions is often assumed in emission trajectories that keep global warming to 1.5°C or 2°C.
CDR strategies could be utilised to make up for residual emissions from industries with high or
expensive decarbonization costs. To accomplish long-term climate stabilisation goals following
a temperature overshoot, CDR might potentially be used extensively to produce worldwide net
negative CO2 emissions (i.e., anthropogenic CO2 removals exceeding anthropogenic
emissions). To obtain net zero CO2 emissions or produce net negative CO2 emissions,
deliberate carbon dioxide removal (CDR) from the atmosphere can make up for residual CO2
emissions. According to physical science, lowering total CO2 emissions to at least net zero and
drastically reducing other greenhouse gas emissions are necessary to restrict human-induced
global warming to a particular threshold. Strong, quick, and consistent reductions in CH4
emissions would also enhance air quality and minimise the warming effect brought on by
reducing aerosol pollution. With anthropogenic CO2 removal (CDR), CO2 might be
permanently stored in reservoirs after being taken out of the atmosphere (high confidence).

9.

To achieve net zero CO2 or net zero GHG emissions or, if performed at a scale where
anthropogenic removals outweigh human emissions, to reduce surface temperature, CDR
seeks to make up for residual emissions. The potential for these techniques to remove CO2
and mitigate warming can be strengthened or weakened depending on how CDR strategies
affect biogeochemical cycles, temperature, water availability and quality, food production, and
biodiversity. The global CO2-induced surface temperature increase would gradually reverse if
worldwide net negative CO2 emissions were to be accomplished and maintained, but other
climate changes would continue in their current trajectory for decades to millennia. For
instance, even under significant net negative CO2 emissions, it would take several centuries to
millennia for the global mean sea level to reverse direction.
2. Compared to scenarios with high and very high GHG emissions, those with very low or
low

GHG emissions show observable effects on greenhouse gas and aerosol

concentrations and air

quality within years. Under these two opposing hypotheses,

observable variations in global surface temperature trends would start to emerge from natural
variability in around 20 years, and for many other climatic impact drivers, over longer
periods. Improvements in air quality also result from lower GHG emissions. However,
shortly, even in scenarios with significant GHG emissions reductions, such as in the low and
very low GHG emissions scenarios, these advancements remain insufficient in many polluted
places to meet the World Health Organization's air quality standards. However, from 2040,
further improvements are projected in scenarios that combine efforts to reduce air pollutants
as well as GHG emissions, with the magnitude of the benefit varying between regions.
Scenarios with targeted reductions of air pollutant emissions lead to more rapid improvements
in air quality within years compared to reductions in GHG emissions alone.

3. Since AR5, more modelling work has been done to examine the impacts of aerosol-based
SRM alternatives on climate and biogeochemistry, including stratospheric aerosol
injection, marine cloud brightening, and cirrus cloud thinning21. These studies have
repeatedly demonstrated that SRM could partially counterbalance the negative effects of
rising greenhouse gas concentrations on regional and global climate, including the carbon
and water cycles (high confidence).

In circumstances where climate stability objectives are exceeded, for instance, solar radiation
modification (SRM) refers to deliberate, large-scale climate intervention approaches that are
being researched as potential supplements to deep mitigation. SRM alternatives aim to alter
the Earth's shortwave radiation budget to partially counteract the warming impacts of GHG
emissions.
4.

Generation and Communication of Regional Climate Change Information

A variety of data sources and approaches are used to create climate change information at the
regional level. Multimodel ensembles and models with a variety of resolutions are crucial
data sources, and excluding models that fundamentally underrepresent pertinent processes
enhances the veracity of ensemble data about these processes. Distillation, which combines
lines of evidence and takes stakeholder context and values into consideration, is a crucial
process that ensures the information is pertinent, helpful, and reliable for decision-making.
Physical climate stories have become increasingly popular since AR5 as a complement to
ensemble predictions for producing more understandable climate data and encouraging a
more thorough approach to risk management. To produce the necessary context-relevant,
reliable, and trusted climate information, they have been employed as a component of the
distillation process inside climate services. The amount of climate change information
produced for climate services has greatly expanded since AR5 as a result of advances in
science and technology as well as rising user knowledge, expectations, and demand. The sort
of climate service generated and its usefulness in supporting decisions about adaptation,
mitigation, and risk management are significantly influenced by the decision-making context,
level of user engagement, and co-production between scientists, practitioners, and users.
5.

How Quickly Would We See the Effects of Reducing Carbon Dioxide Emissions?

It would take time to notice the impacts of significant reductions in carbon dioxide emissions,
and this time would depend on the magnitude and rate of the reductions. The increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations would start to show signs of a slowdown under
the lower-emissions scenarios examined in this report after five to ten years, while the global
surface warming would start to cool after twenty to thirty years.

It would take several decades before the consequences of regional precipitation trends would
be visible. The pace of growth in atmospheric CO2 concentration would be slowed by
reducing emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), the main greenhouse gas produced by human
activity.However, concentrations wouldn't start to drop until net emissions become close to
zero, or when both natural and man-made processes are removing most or all of the CO2 that
is released into the atmosphere annually. Because CO2 has a very long lifetime in the
atmosphere, there is a delay between a peak in emissions and a fall in concentration. Some of
the CO2 that humans emit into the atmosphere can linger there for hundreds or even
millennia. Within ten years, global surface warming might be slowed down by lowering the
rate at which CO2 concentrations are rising. This decrease in the rate of warming, however,
might not be noticed for a few decades because of the natural climate fluctuation. Thus, in the
first few years following the start of emission reductions, it would be challenging to
determine whether surface warming had truly slowed down. Comparing low- and highemissions scenarios demonstrates the amount of time required to identify the impact of
emissions reductions.
Thus, in the first few years following the start of emission reductions, it would be challenging
to determine whether surface warming had truly slowed down. Comparing low- and highemissions scenarios demonstrates the amount of time required to identify the impact of
emissions reductions. The variations between individual simulations for each scenario are
solely due to simulated internal variability. The expected climate response for a particular
scenario is represented by the average of all models. Under each scenario, the actual climate
history would be composed of the projected reaction plus the contributions from internal
natural variability and potential future volcanic eruptions (the latter effect is not represented
here).
In conclusion, it won't be until a few decades have passed since CO2 emissions started to
decline before we can see the world's temperatures beginning to stabilise. Contrarily,
temporary decreases in CO2 emissions, such as those that occurred during the COVID-19
epidemic, had no discernible impact on CO2 levels or the earth's temperature. Only consistent
emissions reductions over several years might have a significant impact on the entire climate
system.

4.4 Current state of the oceans and cryosphere with future
projections.
The Cryosphere
Numerous parts of the cryosphere are currently in states not seen in centuries due to the extensive loss
of snow and ice that has been witnessed over the last few decades. The reported decreases in Arctic
sea ice since the late 1970s (with late-summer sea ice loss likely unparalleled for at least 1000 years)
and the widespread retreat of glaciers are both very likely the result of human action (unprecedented
in at least the last 2,000 years, medium confidence). Furthermore, a human activity likely played a
role in the reported decline in spring snow cover in the Northern Hemisphere since 1950. The
Antarctic Sea ice area, in comparison, has not undergone a major net change since 1979, and the
expected changes are only somewhat certain. By the end of the 21st century, high CO2 emissions
models predict that the Arctic Ocean would almost entirely be free of sea ice in the late summer.
Significant warming will very certainly result in further declines in the amount of snow in the
Northern Hemisphere, and the likelihood that this will also be the case for the volume of near-surface
permafrost is quite strong. Even if the world's temperature stabilises, glaciers will continue to lose
mass for at least a few decades, and the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are almost guaranteed to
see mass loss throughout the next century. Because of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet's inherent
instability, there is still a great deal of uncertainty over how the Antarctic Ice Sheet may change in the
twenty-first century and beyond. The amount of Arctic sea ice currently covering the ocean (both
annually and in late summer) is at its lowest level for late summer since at least 1850 (high
confidence). Arctic sea ice area and thickness have dropped since the late 1970s in both summer and
winter, and sea ice becomes younger, thinner, and more active. In high CO2 emissions scenarios, this
essentially ice-free marine condition will become the norm by the end of the 21st century.
Due to geographically opposed tendencies and high internal variability, there is no discernible trend in
the area of Antarctic sea ice detected by satellite from 1979 to 2020 in either the winter or the
summer. The past three to four decades have seen widespread rises in ground temperatures in the
upper 30 m in permafrost locations. The volume of permanently frozen ground to a depth of 3 m is
expected to shrink globally by around 25% compared to its current volume for every extra 1°C of
warming.

With very few exceptions, it is quite likely that glaciers have been retreating since the second half of
the 19th century; this behaviour is unusual in the last 2000 years at the very least. During the Last
Interglacial period, the Greenland Ice Sheet was less than it is today (roughly 125,000 years ago). The
ice sheet receded overall after attaining a recent maximum ice mass at some point between 1450 and
1850, with some decades probably close to equilibrium (i.e., mass loss approximately equalling mass
gained). It is almost certain that since the 1990s, the Greenland Ice Sheet has lost mass, with human
impact playing a part. There is a strong likelihood that since the early 2000s, annual mass changes
have continuously been negative.
Sea Level From 1901 to 2018, the global mean sea level rose by 0.20 [0.15 to 0.25] m. Since the
1960s, the rate of rising has accelerated, reaching 3.7 [3.2 to 4.2] mm yr-1 from 2006 to 2018. New
observational data leads to an estimated sea level rise from 1901 to 2018 that is consistent with the
sum of individual components contributing to sea level rise, including expansion due to ocean
warming and melting of glaciers and ice sheets. Human activities were very likely the primary driver
of the observed GMSL rise since 1971. As a result of the climate system's ongoing warming, it is all
but likely that GMSL will rise over the twenty-first century. In comparison to global surface
temperature, the sea level responds to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions more slowly, which results in
weaker scenario dependence throughout the twenty-first century. Due to continued ocean heat uptake
and the slowly adjusting ice sheets, this delayed response also contributes to long-term committed sea
level rise, which will persist for hundreds or millennia after emissions are stopped. In comparison to
the average of 1995–2014, the GMSL is predicted to increase by 0.28– 0.55 m (likely range) under
SSP1–1.9 and 0.63– 1.01 m (likely range) under SSP5-8.5 by the year 2100. Sea level forecasts for
2100 and beyond are subject to significant uncertainty under the higher CO2 emissions scenarios due
to the ice-sheet responses to warming. In a low-likelihood, high-impact scenario with large CO2
emissions, GMSL could increase by 5 m by 2150 as a result of ice-sheet processes that are marked by
extreme uncertainty. Given the commitment over a long period, adaptation plans must take into
account the timing of reaching various GMSL rise thresholds.

AR6 Part 2: "Climate Change 2022: Impacts, Adaptation and
Vulnerability"
5.1 Global Climate change impact.
Observed Impacts
Ecosystems and biodiversity

Globally, freshwater, terrestrial, and marine ecosystems have all been impacted by climate change.
Effects are more extensive and have wider-ranging effects than expected. They were felt earlier. The
biological responses to recent climate change, such as adjustments to physiology, growth, abundance,
location, and seasonal timing, are frequently insufficient. The first climate-driven extinctions have
occurred as a result of local species extinctions, an increase in disease, mass plant and animal
mortality events, and ecosystem rearrangement. There has also been a drop in important ecosystem
services. Globally, the effects of climate change on ecosystems have impacted cultural traditions and
leisure pursuits and resulted in quantifiable losses in income.
Food systems, food security and forestry
1. With severe effects on hundreds of millions of people's livelihoods, food security, and
nutrition, particularly in low and mid-latitudes, climate change is already placing stress
on food and forestry systems. Malnutrition and food insecurity are not being adequately
addressed by the global food system in an environmentally sustainable manner.
2. Food quality and harvest stability have been impacted by changes in the distribution,
suitability of growing areas, and timing of important biological events like blooming and
insect emergence.
3. Climate-related extremes have a severe impact on food security and livelihoods by
reducing the productivity of all agricultural and fishing sectors.
4. Globally, hazards to food safety from growing climate-related issues in fisheries and
agriculture are rising. Climate change-related increases in temperature and humidity lead
to an increase in toxic fungus on several food crops.

Food security, as well as the economy and way of life in many coastal towns, are at risk
from harmful algal blooms and water-borne diseases. The migration and
bioaccumulation of poisons and contaminants into marine food webs are being
accelerated by rising ocean temperatures and acidification, and methyl mercury and
persistent organic pollutants are already hurting fisheries. Indigenous Peoples and local
communities are among those most at risk from these dangers, especially in the Arctic
where food safety monitoring is undeveloped.

Water systems and water security

1.

Due to climatic and other circumstances, around half of the world's population

currently experiences acute water scarcity for at least one month per year. Water
insecurity is a result of climate-related water hazards and scarcity, and it is made worse
by ineffective water administration. Extreme circumstances and underlying
weaknesses have exacerbated the effects of droughts and floods on society, had a
detrimental influence on agricultural and energy production and raised the prevalence
of water-borne illnesses.The effects of water scarcity on the economy and society are
more severe in low-income countries than in middle- and high-income ones.
2. The global hydrological cycle has been accelerated by climate change, with several
socioeconomic effects that are disproportionately felt by the most disadvantaged.
3. Extreme precipitation events and other strange precipitation patterns are becoming
more commonplace throughout the world.
4. Communities that rely on cryospheric water resources are being negatively impacted
by glaciers melting at previously unheard-of rates.
5. The production of food and energy has been impacted by changes in the hydrological
cycle, and the prevalence of water-borne diseases has increased.
6. Because of extreme events and underlying social vulnerabilities, the effects of
droughts and floods have become more severe.

Health and well-being

1. Human physical and mental health has already been damaged by climate change (very
high confidence). Health effects frequently impede efforts for equitable development
across all regions. Women, children, the elderly, Indigenous People, low-income
households and socially excluded groups within cities, settlements, regions and countries
are the most susceptible.
2. In the past ten years observed mortality from floods, droughts, and storms has been 15
times higher in highly vulnerable countries than in less vulnerable ones.
3. Warming temperatures (high confidence), the trauma caused by catastrophic weather (very
high confidence), and the loss of culture and livelihoods all contribute to a rise in mental
health difficulties (high confidence)
4. Global dangers to food safety from climate change have escalated (high confidence).
These dangers include seafood contamination with marine toxins and pathogens,
infections with Salmonella, Campylobacter, and Cryptosporidium, mycotoxins linked to
cancer and child stunting, and infections with Salmonella, Campylobacter, and
Cryptosporidium (medium confidence) (high confidence). Risks of food-borne illnesses
caused by climate change fluctuate over time and are influenced, in part, by the
accessibility, preparation, and preferences of food (moderate confidence), as well as by
proper food safety monitoring (high confidence).
5. (Very high confidence) The effects of rising temperatures and heatwaves on mortality and
morbidity differ by age, gender, urbanisation, and socioeconomic factors.
6. Malnutrition in all its forms, including undernutrition, overnutrition, and obesity, as well
as disease susceptibility in many regions—particularly for women, pregnant women,
children, low-income households, Indigenous Peoples, and minority groups, and smallscale producers—have all been impacted by climate change.
7.

According to their exposure routes (such as heat, cold, dust, small particles, ozone, fire
smoke, and allergens), several chronic, non-communicable respiratory disorders are
climate-sensitive (high confidence), albeit climate change is not always the primary
factor.

Migration and displacement

1. Since AR5, there is more proof that climate hazards linked to extreme events and
unpredictability induce forced migration and displacement both directly and indirectly
through weakening livelihoods that depend on a stable environment (high confidence).
The majority of climate-related migration and displacement takes place within national
borders, with international movements mostly taking place between nations with
continuous borders (high confidence). Since 2008, extreme weather-related disasters have
caused an average of over 20 million people to be internally displaced each year, with
storms and floods being the most frequent (high confidence).
2.

Drought, hurricanes, tropical storms, torrential rains, and floods are the most frequent
climatic causes of migration and relocation.

3. Climate-related factors have an enormously context-specific impact on migration, and they
interact with social, political, geopolitical, and economic factors.
4. The success of migration is highly variable and is influenced by socioeconomic conditions
and household resources.
5. In the context of climate risk, immobility can indicate both susceptibility and a lack of
agency, but it can also be a conscious decision.

Human vulnerability

1. How cultures and communities react to the effects of climate change is heavily influenced
by the vulnerability. Climate change vulnerability is a multifaceted, dynamic
phenomenon shaped by intertwining historical and modern political, economic, and
cultural marginalisation processes (high confidence). High levels of inequality make
societies less able to adapt to climate change (high confidence).
2. Climate change is influencing Indigenous Peoples' methods of life, food security, cultural
and linguistic variety, health, and well-being (very high confidence) (very high
confidence).

3.

Very high confidence) The intersection of gender with race, class, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, Indigenous identity, age, disability, income, migrant status, and geographic
location frequently increases vulnerability to the effects of climate change, exacerbates
inequality, and leads to further injustice.

4.

Through food price spikes, food and water insecurity, loss of income, and loss of
livelihoods, climate variability and extremes are linked to longer-lasting conflict (high
confidence), with more consistent evidence for low-intensity organised violence within
nations than for major or international armed conflict.

5.

Many coastal cities and settlements are already suffering from severe compounded
effects, including sea level rise and climatic unpredictability, on people, livelihoods,
ecosystems, structures, and infrastructure.

6. Under the reported rises in global temperatures, a wide range of economic and noneconomic losses have been identified and linked to climatic extremes and slow-onset
catastrophes in both high- and low-income nations.
7.

As a result, more resources and people are being placed in areas with current and future
climate dangers. Current planning and budgeting procedures have not taken climate
impacts and expected risks into sufficient consideration.

5.2 The aspect of projected impact and risk factor.
Ecosystems and biodiversity

More terrestrial, marine, and freshwater species and ecosystems will experience conditions
that are on the verge of or surpass the limits of their historical experience in the absence
of rapid and aggressive emissions reductions (very high confidence). With each extra
tenth of a degree of warming, threats to species and ecosystems in seas, coastal areas, and
on land, especially in biodiversity hotspots, present a risk to the entire planet (high
confidence). Food security and livelihoods will be threatened by the alteration of
terrestrial and oceanic/coastal ecosystems and loss of biodiversity, which will be
worsened by pollution, habitat fragmentation, and changes in land use.
·

Plants and animals will continue to shift their geographic ranges and modify the timing
of seasonal events as a result of near-term warming. With more near-term warming,
risks increase across all geographies and disciplines. In the coming decades, some
species and ecosystems, particularly those in polar and already-warm regions, will
experience temperatures that are higher than they have ever been (for example, with
1.5°C global warmings, >20% of species on some tropical landscapes and coastlines
will be threatened).

At 1.2°C global warming levels, unique and vulnerable ecosystems are predicted to be
at very high risk due to mass tree death, coral reef bleaching, significant decreases in
species dependent on sea ice, and mass mortality events from heatwaves. Projected
climate change risks exceed hard limitations to natural adaptation, even for less
sensitive species and systems. This increases the number of species at high risk of
population losses and habitat loss and compromises the structure, functionality, and
resilience of ecosystems. The global land area burned by wildfire is expected to rise by
35% at a 2°C increase in global temperature and the resulting changes in precipitation.

With every tenth of a degree increase in global warming, it is predicted that risks to
ecosystem integrity, functionality, and resilience will increase.

Ecosystem harm and degradation make the predicted effects of climate change on
biodiversity worse. As extensive tracts of forest are lost through deforestation, peat
draining, agricultural development, land reclamation, and protection buildings in urban
and coastal populations, there is less and less room for wildlife.

The potential of ecosystems to store carbon in the future will be determined by changes
in their physiology, biomass, structure, and extent brought on by climate change.

The positive loop between direct human impacts (land use change, pollution,
overexploitation, fragmentation, and destruction) and climate change threatens the
integrity of ecosystems.

Heat, wildfires, droughts, loss and degradation of vegetation due to land use, among other
consequences, have a growing impact on the capacity of natural ecosystems to store and
sequester carbon.

Food systems and food security

Food security will be weakened as a result of the mounting strain that climate change will
put on food production systems. Every degree of warming will result in significantly
increased exposure to climatic dangers, widespread negative effects on all food-related
industries, and increased food security concerns. With global warming, regional
disparities in food security risks will increase, creating more poverty traps, especially in
areas where human vulnerability is high.
With each degree of warming, climate change will put more strain on terrestrial food
production systems.
Aquatic food provisioning services will be drastically altered by climate change, with
consequences for those who lack access to adequate food.
According to projections, malnutrition will rise as a result of inequality, worse dietary
quality, and difficulty accessing a varied diet.
Food safety will be compromised by climate change in several ways.

Water systems and water security

All warming levels are expected to increase water-related dangers, while the risks are
estimated to be proportionally lower at 1.5°C than at higher warming levels. Risks are
anticipated to be higher for some regions and people than for others due to exposure and
vulnerability (medium confidence). The water cycle, water quality, cryosphere changes,
drought, and flood are all expected to change negatively, which will affect both natural
and human systems.

Every degree of warming is expected to increase the dangers associated with water, and
those who are most exposed to and vulnerable to these risks will be disproportionately
affected.

Every degree of global warming is predicted to increase the danger of drought and the
associated socioeconomic harm.
Every degree of global warming is expected to increase the risk of flooding and the harm
it causes to society.

Risks from sea level rise

Due to committed sea level rise, which affects ecosystems, people, livelihoods,
infrastructure, food security, cultural and natural heritage, and climate mitigation at the
coast, coastal risks will climb by at least one order of magnitude over the twenty-first
century. These risks, which are mostly associated with coastal towns and settlements, are
already being felt now and will only get worse by 2050 and 2100, even if global warming
stops. By 2100, historically unusual extreme sea level occurrences will happen every
year, increasing these hazards.

Low-lying towns and settlements, small islands, Arctic communities, isolated Indigenous
communities, and deltaic populations will all experience serious upheaval by 2100, and in
many cases as early as 2050.

Coastal communities that are particularly exposed and vulnerable, especially those who
depend on coastal ecosystems for protection or a living, may run out of alternatives for
adaptation well before the end of this century, even at low warming levels.

Health and well-being

Global mortality rates and the burden of infectious and non-communicable diseases will
rise as a result of climate change. Under a high emissions scenario and taking population
growth, economic development, and adaptation into account, it is estimated that there
would be over nine million annual fatalities from climate-related causes by the end of the
century. There will be differences in health risks based on gender, age, income, social
class, and area.

Global projections indicate an increase in heat-related death and morbidity.

It is anticipated that climate change would hurt wellbeing and further jeopardise mental
health.

Global undernutrition and diet-related risks are expected to rise as a result of climate
impacts on food systems.

Migration and displacement

Projecting migration patterns as a result of climate change is challenging since they
depend on trends in population growth, populations' capacity for adaptation,
socioeconomic development, and migration policy. In many places, the likelihood of
future relocation in the most vulnerable areas would increase as the frequency and/or
severity of floods, extreme storms, and droughts rise in the coming decades, particularly
under high emissions scenarios. All levels of global warming will result in certain
currently highly inhabited areas becoming unsafe or inhospitable, and people will either
relocate out of these areas on their own or through deliberate relocation.

There are estimates of the displacement caused by sudden onset extreme events, but these
estimates have a wide range because they heavily rely on projections of future emissions
and socioeconomic growth.

The necessity for planned relocations to support those who are unable to move willingly
will grow as climate danger increases.

5.3 A paradigm of a possible solution and climate-resilient development
Adaptation progress and gaps
Even though both natural and human systems are becoming more adaptive, most present plans and
initiatives for managing climate risk and adapting to it are incremental. There are gaps between the
adaptation that is being made now and the adaptation that is required to prevent the escalation of
climate consequences that are being seen in all sectors and areas, particularly at medium and high
warming levels.
Even though both natural and human systems are becoming more adaptive, most present plans and
initiatives for managing climate risk and adapting to it are incremental. There are gaps between the
adaptation that is being made now and the adaptation that is required to prevent the escalation of
climate consequences that are being seen in all sectors and areas, particularly at medium and high
warming levels.
Governments at the local, national, and international levels, along with businesses, communities, and
civil society, have increased their ambition, scope, and progress on adaptation, but there are still many
funding, knowledge, and practice gaps that must be filled for implementation, monitoring, and
evaluation to be successful.

Strengthening the biosphere
To adapt to and mitigate climate change, diverse, self-sustaining ecosystems with high biodiversity
offer a variety of benefits to people. This lowers risk and boosts social resilience to future climate
change. To reduce the risks that climate change poses to biodiversity and ecosystem services and to
increase resilience, ecosystem protection and management must improve. Climate change adaptation
must also be incorporated into the planning and execution of conservation and environmental
management if it is to be fully effective in the future. By protecting and restoring ecosystems as well
as taking several focused efforts to adopt conservation practices to climate change, risks to
ecosystems from climate change can be reduced

Protected areas are important components of adaptation, but they must be developed and managed in
a way that considers climate change, including shifting species ranges, changes in biological
communities, and changes in ecosystem structure. Maintaining ecosystem services, such as reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and mitigating climate change, requires adaptation to safeguard ecosystem
health and integrity.

Cities, settlements and infrastructure
Cities and human settlements are essential for enacting urgent climate change measures. Global
dangers and solutions are generated by the concentration and interconnectedness of people,
infrastructure, and assets within, across, and into rural areas. By prioritising affordable housing and
improving informal and precarious settlements, with a focus on engaging marginalised groups and
women, concentrated inequities in risk are broken. Such initiatives are most successful when used in
conjunction with social policies, natural solutions, and physical infrastructure, as well as with local,
regional, and national initiatives. Cities and local governments continue to play a crucial role in
promoting climate change adaptation in urban areas. Action on a local level is also essential. Through
planning, experimentation, embedded solutions, social learning processes, and an awareness of social
and economic systems, multi-level governance creates a place for inclusive and accountable
adaptation across decision-making scales.

Sea level rise
Societies and ecosystems must take urgent, effective mitigation and adaptation measures that leave
the door open for additional adaptation if they are to meet current and future coastal threats under
increasingly accelerated sea level rise. To make adaptation decisions that are in line with societal
goals and take into account changing risks, interests, and values, uncertain futures, and the long-term
commitment to sea level rise adaptation, adaptation planning is broken down into manageable steps
based on near-term, low-regret actions. Conciliating conflicting interests and values is a top priority
when mapping out adaptation pathways.

Justice, equity and governance
Through decision-making processes that consider moral and legal principles of fairness, equity, and
responsibility—including to historically marginalised communities—and that distribute benefits,
burdens, and risks equitably, adaptation actions consistent with climate justice address short- and
long-term risks. To justify adaptation strategies and assess the effects on people and ecosystems,
various communities, and across generations, concepts of justice, consent, and rights-based decisionmaking are increasingly being applied. These concepts can be used to monitor and assess the results
of adaptation, especially during system changes, and can serve as a foundation for determining how
benefits and costs are distributed.

Climate Resilient Development
Sustainable development, equity and justice
Short-term and long-term risks are addressed by adaptation actions that are consistent with
climate justice through decision-making processes that take into account moral and legal
principles of fairness, equity, and responsibility—including to historically marginalised
communities—and that distribute benefits, burdens, and risks equitably. Concepts of justice,
consent, and rights-based decision-making are increasingly being used to support adaptation
techniques and evaluate the consequences on people and ecosystems, different communities, and
across generations. These ideas can be used as a framework for figuring out how benefits and
costs are allocated as well as for monitoring and evaluating the outcomes of adaptation,
particularly during system changes.
Sustainable development and climate action are intertwined. They improve both human and
ecological well-being when they are pursued in an inclusive and integrated way. The ability to
take climate action, which includes reducing greenhouse gas emissions and boosting societal and
ecological resilience to climate change, depends on sustainable development. The change of
society and technology toward climate resilient development includes increasing socioeconomic
and gender fairness.

These societal system changes increase equity and decision-making agency while reducing poverty.
To safeguard the priorities, livelihoods, and survival of marginalised groups like Indigenous Peoples,
women, children, and members of racial and ethnic minorities, rights-based approaches are frequently
necessary.
Reduce vulnerability and boost resilience using gender-sensitive, equity- and justice-based adaptation
strategies, the incorporation of Indigenous knowledge systems into legal frameworks, and the support
of Indigenous land tenure rights.
For individuals with climate-sensitive livelihoods, who are frequently least equipped to adapt and
influence decision-making, it is crucial to create conditions that encourage equitable sustainable
development.
Institutions, sociopolitical relationships, and dominant ideologies or worldviews shape climate
narratives and possible courses of action, which affect development trajectories.
Although there is little knowledge about the efficacy of adaptation strategies and the scope of
necessary action, certain communities/regions are resilient and have substantial social safety nets and
social capital that support responses and actions already occurring.

AR6 Part 3: "Climate Change 2022: Mitigation of Climate Change"
6.1 Current state of progress and continuing challenges
Recent Developments and Current Trends

1.

Both the total net anthropogenic GHG emissions6 and the total net CO2 emissions since
1850 have increased over the period 2010–2019. The decade 2010–2019 saw the highest
average yearly GHG emissions, but the growth rate between 2010 and 2019 was slower
than between 2000 and 2009.

2. Regions continue to contribute differently to global GHG emissions. Regional and national
variations in per capita emissions partly reflect various stages of development, but they
also fluctuate significantly at comparable income levels. A disproportionately substantial
fraction of worldwide household GHG emissions is produced by the 10% of households
with the greatest per capita emissions. GHG emission reductions have been maintained
for more than ten years in at least 18 countries.
3.

Since 2010, the unit costs of numerous low-emission technologies have decreased
steadily. Cost savings have been made possible through innovation policy packages,
which have also aided in widespread adoption. The distributional, environmental, and
social effects that could result from the widespread adoption of low-emission technology
have been mitigated by both targeted policies and general policies addressing innovation
systems. Due to less favourable enabling environments, innovation has stalled in poorer
nations. Digitalization can help reduce emissions, but if not properly controlled, it can
also have negative side effects.

4. It is anticipated that warming would exceed 1.5°C throughout the 21st century due to
global GHG emissions in 2030 brought on by the implementation of Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs) made before COP26. After 2030, a sharp increase in
mitigation measures would be necessary to most likely keep the temperature below 2°C.
The constant increase of mitigation-related policies and regulations since AR5 implied by
NDC is expected to be exceeded by policies enacted by the end of 2020–25. As a result,
emissions that would have otherwise happened have been prevented, and investments in
infrastructure and technology that reduce greenhouse gas emissions have grown. Sectorspecific policy coverage of emissions varies. Tracked climate finance flows are dispersed
unevenly across regions and industries, and progress on aligning financial flows with the
aims of the Paris Agreement is still modest.

Challenges

1.

Major changes are needed to reduce GHG emissions across the whole energy sector.
These changes include a significant decrease in the total use of fossil fuels, the
deployment of low-emission energy sources, a change to alternate energy carriers,
and increased energy efficiency and conservation.

2.

Renewable energy-based electricity systems are becoming more and more practical.
Some nations and areas currently rely heavily on renewable energy sources to run
their electricity grids. Using renewable energy to power the entire energy system will
be more difficult.

3. A significant amount of fossil fuels will go unburned and potentially significant fossil
fuel infrastructure if global warming is kept to 2°C or below. Depending on its
availability, CCS might extend the useful life of fossil fuels and lower the number of
stranded assets. According to projections, the cumulative global discounted value of
the unburned fossil fuels and stranded fossil fuel infrastructure from 2015 to 2050
will be between USD 1 and 4 trillion, and it will be higher if global warming is kept
to within 1.5°C. The risk of coal assets becoming stranded before 2030 is anticipated,
but the risk of oil and gas assets becoming stranded closer to the middle of the
century is anticipated. A low-emission energy sector transition is projected to reduce
international trade in fossil fuels.
4. Although difficult, net zero CO2 emissions from industry are attainable. It will take
concerted action across value chains to promote all mitigation strategies, such as
demand management, energy and material efficiency, circular material flows,
abatement technology, and radical changes in production methods, to reduce
industrial emissions.

6.2 Mitigation responses in different sectors

Globally and in the majority of regions, usage of steel, cement, polymers, and other
commodities is rising. Demand management, material efficiency, and circular material flows
are just a few of the sustainable alternatives that can help cut emissions, but how these
options are implemented will change depending on the region and the type of material. The
industrial policy would need to pay more attention to these possibilities since they have the
potential to be employed more frequently in industrial practice. Due to their relative youth,
these possibilities as well as new industrial technologies are typically not taken into account
in current global scenarios or national economy-wide scenarios. As a result, as compared to
bottom-up industry-specific models, the mitigation potential in some circumstances is
understated.

Through the systematic transformation of infrastructure and urban form along low-emission
development paths leading to net-zero emissions, urban areas can generate chances to boost
resource efficiency and considerably cut GHG emissions. For existing, fast expanding, and
rising cities, ambitious mitigation measures will include lowering or altering energy and
material consumption, (ii) electrification, and (iii) improving carbon uptake and storage in the
urban environment. Cities are capable of achieving net-zero emissions, but only if supply
chains are used to cut emissions both inside and outside of their administrative boundaries,
which will have positive cascading effects on other industries.

Depending on the land use, spatial form, level of development, and level of urbanisation of a
city, different mitigation measures for reducing GHG emissions may be more effective or
more effective in a different order. The efficient improvement, repurposing or retrofitting of
the building stock, targeted infilling, and support for non-motorized (such as walking,
bicycling, and public transportation) modes of transportation are strategies for established
cities to achieve significant reductions in GHG emissions. Rapidly expanding cities can
reduce future emissions by combining employment and housing to create a compact urban
shape and by adopting low-emission technologies sooner rather than later.

To achieve a high quality of life, new and growing cities will need to invest heavily in infrastructure
development. These demands can be satisfied by investing in energy-efficient infrastructure and
services as well as in people-centred urban design. There are three general mitigation strategies for
cities that are effective when used simultaneously: reducing or changing energy and material use
towards more sustainable production and consumption; (ii) electrification in conjunction with
switching to low-emission energy sources; and (iii) enhancing carbon uptake and storage in the urban
environment, for example through bio-based building materials, permeable surfaces, green roofs,
trees, green spaces, river banks, and other similar methods.

Demand-side strategies and low-GHG emission technology can cut emissions from the transportation
sector in rich nations while preventing emissions growth in developing nations.
Demand-side mitigation includes modifications to how infrastructure is used, the adoption of enduser technology, and sociocultural and behavioural change. When compared to baseline scenarios,
demand-side strategies and innovative ways of providing end-user services can cut global GHG
emissions in end-use sectors by 40–70% by 2050, however, some geographical areas and
socioeconomic groups would still need more energy and resources. Response options for demand-side
mitigation are consistent with enhancing everyone's fundamental well being.

6.3 Institutions and policy framework.

There will be distributional effects both within and between countries as a result of more mitigation
and broader action to change development pathways toward sustainability. Building social trust and
broadening and deepening support for transformative changes can be accomplished by paying
attention to equity and ensuring that all relevant actors participate in decision-making at all scales.

People's well-being is a goal for nations at all economic development levels, and their development
agendas reflect various starting points and situations. Contexts can be social, economic,
environmental, cultural, or political, and they can also be related to resources, skills, the global
environment, and history. Therefore, different needs will result from diverse enabling conditions for
shifting development routes towards higher sustainability.

Ambitious mitigation approaches call for considerable, occasionally disruptive changes in the way the
economy is organised, with important implications for distribution both within and across nations.
Despite changes in state distinctiveness over time and difficulties determining fair contributions,
equity continues to be a key component of the UN climate regime. The transition from high- to lowemission activities has a variety of distributional effects both within and between nations, including
changes in employment and income. While some employees may be lost, low-emissions development
can also generate greater chances for skill development and long-term job growth, with variations
among nations and industries. The ability to incorporate equity, gender equality, and justice
considerations can be improved by integrated policy packages.

Social cohesiveness and the acceptability of mitigation and other environmental policies are impacted
by disparities in the distribution of emissions and the results of mitigation programmes within
individual nations. Deeper aspirations for quicker mitigation can be made possible through equity and
just transitions. An efficient strategy to incorporate equity principles into policies at all scales, in
various ways depending on national circumstances, is to apply just transition principles and
implement them through collective and participatory decision-making procedures. As national just
transition task forces or commissions, as well as corresponding national policies, have been
established in many nations, this is already happening in many areas and countries. There are
numerous actors, networks, and movements involved.

It is possible to further integrate equity and justice into national and international policies, act as a
catalyst for accelerating mitigation, and change development pathways by expanding equitable access
to domestic and international finance, technologies that facilitate mitigation, and capacity while
explicitly addressing needs. The uneven distribution of the negative effects of global warming of
1.5°C and higher can be addressed by taking ethics and equality into account. Through the equitable
distribution of the benefits and costs of mitigation, boosting resilience to the effects of climate
change, particularly for vulnerable countries and communities, and equitably supporting those in
need, consideration of climate justice can aid in shifting development pathways towards
sustainability.

Strengthening the Response

The term "feasibility" in this study refers to the likelihood that a mitigation or adaptation option will
be put into practise. Context-specific, dynamic factors that affect feasibility may alter over time. The
execution of an option is made possible or difficult by geophysical, environmental-ecological,
technological, economic, socio-cultural, and institutional elements. Combining diverse options may
alter an option's viability, and strengthening enabling conditions may boost it.
The phrase "enabling conditions" in this report refers to circumstances that increase the viability of
adaptation and mitigation strategies. Financial resources, technical advancements, strengthened
institutional capacity, multi-level governance, strengthened policy instruments, and modifications to
human behaviour and lifestyles are all examples of enabling conditions. The modelled routes'
descriptions of future feasibility issues could be different from past real-world experiences with
feasibility.
There are mitigating strategies that can be used at scale in the near future. Sector and geographic
differences, as well as capacities and the speed and scope of implementation, all affect feasibility. To
deploy mitigation alternatives at a large scale, feasibility barriers would need to be lowered or
abolished and enabling conditions would need to be enhanced. Geophysical, environmentalecological, technological, economic, and mainly institutional and socio-cultural factors are some of
these constraints and enablers. The long-term viability issues of global modelled pathways that restrict
warming to 1.5°C (>50%) with no or limited overshoot can be reduced and/or avoided with
strengthened near-term action beyond the NDCs (announced prior to UNFCCC COP26).
Mitigation initiatives that are integrated within a larger development context can speed up, deepen,
and broaden carbon reductions in all nations. Policies that change development pathways in favour of
sustainability can increase the range of accessible mitigation measures and make it possible to pursue
synergies between development goals. Actions can be done right away to change growth routes,
hasten mitigation efforts, and smooth system transitions.

By establishing frameworks through which many actors can engage and a foundation for policy
formation and execution, climate governance, acting through laws, strategies, and institutions, based
on national circumstances, helps mitigation. The best climate governance connects national and subnational policymaking levels, helps realise synergies and minimise trade-offs, and integrates across
many policy areas. Engagement with governmental, business, youth, labour, media, indigenous, and
local communities is the foundation of effective and equitable climate governance.
Numerous economic and regulatory tools have already been successfully used. Equity and other goals
can be addressed through instrument design. If scaled up and used more extensively, these
instruments might assist in significant emissions reductions and promote innovation. Individual
policies are less equipped to facilitate a transition to egalitarian low-emission futures than policy
packages that foster innovation and increase capacity. In accordance with national conditions,
economy-wide initiatives can achieve short-term economic objectives while lowering emissions and
rerouting development routes toward sustainability.
The amount of tracked financial flows are insufficient to meet mitigation objectives in all industries
and geographical areas. The hardest part of narrowing gaps is generally seen in underdeveloped
nations. Increased mitigation funding flows can be supported by the international community and the
government's clear policy decisions and signals. Accelerated international financial cooperation can
address imbalances in access to finance, the costs of, and vulnerability to, the impacts of climate
change, and is a key enabler of low-GHG and just transitions.
In all industries and geographical areas, the tracked cash flow volume is insufficient to satisfy
mitigation goals. In undeveloped countries, closing gaps are typically the most difficult task. Clear
policy decisions and signals from the international community and the government can encourage
increased mitigation finance flows. Accelerated international financial cooperation is a crucial enabler
of low-GHG and just transitions and can address disparities in access to finance, the costs of and
vulnerability to the impacts of climate change.

Some FAQs Answered
Q) How is UNFCCC different from IPCC?
A) IPCC was established by UNEP to synthesize and assess climate change. IPCC reviews
the most recent information related to the understanding of climate change.
UNFCCC is a framework convention that sets out the basic obligations of all nations
to combat climate change. There are 195 parties to UNFCCC. The decisions taken by
the parties affect action to address climate change at all levels. UNFCCC is the single
most important forum for policies addressing climate change.
Q) What are the new insights on climate impacts, vulnerability and adaptation from IPCC?
A) Climate change impacts are intensifying with additional warming. It is also an
established fact that they are interacting with multiple other societal and
environmental challenges. These include a growing world population, unsustainable
consumption, a rapidly increasing number of people living in cities, significant
inequality, continuing poverty, land degradation, biodiversity loss due to land-use
change, ocean pollution, overfishing and habitat destruction as well as a global
pandemic. Where trends intersect they can reinforce each other, intensifying risks
and impacts, which affect the poor and most vulnerable people the hardest.
Q) How will climate change affect the lives of today’s children tomorrow if no immediate
action is taken?
A) Climate change will impact water quality and availability for hygiene, food
production and ecosystems due to floods and droughts. Globally, 800 million to 3
billion people are projected to experience chronic water scarcity due to droughts at
2°C warming, and up to approximately 4 billion at 4°C warming, considering the
effects of climate change alone, with the present-day population. Children growing
up in South America will face an increasing number of days with water scarcity and
restricted water access, especially those living in cities and in rural areas depending
on water from glaciers. As the Andean glaciers and snowcaps continue to melt, the
amount of available water decreases as the glaciers shrink or disappear entirely.
Countries in Central America will experience more frequent and stronger storms or
hurricanes and heavy rainfall, causing river flooding. The young people and future
generations will also witness stronger negative effects of climate change on food
production and availability. The warmer it gets, the more difficult it will become to
grow or produce, transport, distribute, buy, and store food – a trend that is
projected to hit poor populations the hardest.

Q) What is Climate Resilient Development and how do we pursue it?
A) The IPCC report provides a solutions framework that successfully combines
strategies to deal with climate risks (adaptation) with actions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions (mitigation) which result in improvements for nature’s and people’s
well-being – for example by reducing poverty and hunger, improving health and
livelihoods, providing more people with clean energy and water and safeguarding
ecosystems on land, in lakes and rivers and the ocean. This solution framework is
called Climate Resilient Development.
Climate Resilient Development involves everyone. The prospects for effective action
improve when Governments at all levels work with citizens, civil society, educational
bodies and scientific institutions, the media, investors and businesses and form
partnerships with traditionally marginalised groups, including women, youth,
Indigenous Peoples, local communities and ethnic minorities. In such a societal
setting, scientific, Indigenous and local knowledge and practical know-how can come
together to provide more relevant and effective actions. In addition, different
interests, values and worldviews can be reconciled if everyone works together.
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